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of curves at tbe one and n + 1 bnndles of curves at the othel' side . 
. The (.M)-bundle conlains four curves at least. 

In following comnl1lnirations we shall apply those rIlles in order 
to deduce the types of the P, T-diagl'am, which may - OCCUl' in the 
different systems of n cornponents. 

Leiden. Inol'g. C/wm. Lab. 

(To be continueel). 

Mechanics. "On t!te 1'elativity of 1'otation in EINSTEIN'S tlte01'Y." 
By Prof. W. DI~ SlTTl~R. 

(Communicated in the meeting of September 30, 1916). 

Obsel'vations have taught us that rthe I'elati ve accelerations of 
material bodies at the sllÏ'face of the earth differ from those which 
wonld be callsed by NEWTON'S law of gra\'Ïtation only, The difference 
is explained by NEWTON'S law of inertia, combined with the rotation 
of Ihe earth l'elatively to all "absolute space". NEWTON 1) quite deli
bcrately introduces this ab'solllte space, and also absolute time, as 
an element of his explanation of observed phenomena, Many objections 
have been raised against it, all of which are based on the logica! 
claim that a true causal explanation shall involve only obsel'vable 
quantities. It has been tried lorepIace the absolute space by the 
fixed stat'S, by the "Body Alpha" , etc. All these substitutes are, 
ho wever, entirely hypothetical and quite as objectionable, or more 
so, as the absolute space itself. 

EINSTEIN Z) also rejects the absolute srace, but he apparently still 
clings to the "ferne Massen". It appears to me th at EINSTEIN has 
made a mistake here. The "Allgerneine Relativitätstheol'ie" is in 
fact entirely relative, and has no room fol' anything whaiever that 
would be independent of the system of l'eference. The need for the 
inll'oduction of the distant masses arises fl'om the wish to have the 
gmvitational field zero at infinity in any system of ret'el'ence. This 
wish, howevel' weil founded in a theory 9ased Oll absolute space, 
is contl'al'y to lhe spil'Ît of the pl'Ïnciple of relativity, The best way 
to show this clearly is to consi~er the fundamental tensor gij. We 
w~ll, to simplify the mgl1ment, neglect the mass of the earth. This 
does not affect the fnndamental quesLion, if only we imagine the 

1) Pl'incipia, Definitiones, Scholium. 
2) Die Grundlagen der allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie, Annalen der Physik, 

Band 49, p. 772 (sepal'ute edition p, 9). 
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experiments to be made with gyroséopes, instead of with FOUCA{!J,T'S 

pendulurn. 
Take a system of cOOl'dinates tIl I = 1', ''V 2 = {Jo, ''V 3 = Z, ''V 4 = ct, 

the axis of z being the axis of rotation of the earth, l' and 1').. being 
polar coordinates in a plane perpendiculal' to it, and t the time. 
Now the argument which leads to the~intl'odnction of the distant 
masses is the following: Ir the earth had no l'otalion, the values 
of gy would be 

-1 
o 
o 
o 

o 0 
_7,2 0 

o -1 
o 0 

. ~ I 
+1 \ 

• (1) 

lf we transfOl'm to rotating axes, by putting {Jo' = {Jo - wt, we 
tlnd fol' ,q' Ij in the new syslem 

-1 0 0 0 

J 0 _1,2 0 _ 7,2W 

(2) 
0 0 -1 

+ ~ _ 7,2W 2 , 

. . 
0 -7,2W 0 

It is found that the set (1) does not explain the obsel'\'ed phe
nomena at the surface of the actual eal'th cOl'rectly, and (2) does, 
if we take the appropriate value fol' w. This value of w we caIl 
the velocity of l'otation of the earth. Then ,'elatively to the axes (2) 
the eal'th has ]JO rotation, and we should expect the values (1) of 
gij. The g'24 and the sec011d term of g'44 in (2) therefore do not 
belong fo the field of the earth itself, and must be pl'odured by 
distant masses. I) 

This reasoning is howevel' fauIty. 
We will here only consider g24' The di ffel'ential equation deter

mining this qnantity, if we neglect the mass~of Ihe eal'th (Ol' if we 
consider only the field outside the ea1'th), is: 

d2
fJ24 _ ..: _ 0 

d 
2 2 924 - , 

1" 'r 

of which the genet'al solution is 

where kt and k2 are constants of integl'ation._ The equation as given 
here is not exact, as il supposes g24 to be smalI, and if k1 is diffel'e!lt 

1) . Evidently with NEWTON'S theol'y no masses will do this. The hypothesis 
therefore implies a change of NEWTON'S la", of gl'avilation. Perhaps it wiJ] be 
possible with EINSTEIN'S theory to imagine masses producing the desired effect. 
The fixed stars will not do it. 

• ! I 

.-' 
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from zero, this is not true for large values of 1'.- It is found, how
ever, that also the rigorous equation I) 'is satisfied by 

924 = k r2 
, • (3) 

k being an arbitrary constant. It will be seen that both (1) and (2) 
are special cases of the general formllia (3). The flaw in fhe argu
ment nsed above was that (1) was considered to be tlte solution, 
instead of' (3). EINS'l'EJN'S theory in fact requil'es that gH shall be of 
the form (3), but it does not prescribe the constant of integration. 
NEWTON'S theol'y did, and even therein lay its absolute character. 
EINSTJiJIN'S theol''y howevel' is relative: in it the clijj'el'entirÛ equation 
is the fundamental one, and the choice of the constants of inte
gmtion l'emains free. 

The constants of integration must, in a given sJ stem of reference, 
be so determined that the observed relative motions are cOl'rectly 
represented. In a tl'ue tlleory of l'elativity not only does the trans
formed general solution satisfy the invariant differential eqllation, 
but tlle pal'ticulal' sol u tion which agrees witb observed phenomeua 
in one system must by the transfOl'mation give the particulal' 
solution which does so in the new system. Consequently tbe con
stants of integt'ation must also be tl'ansformed and will generally 
be different in different systems. 

Suppose that we have ol'iginally taken a system of cool'dinates 
relatively to which tlle eal'th has a rotation (Ol' This (Ol is, of course, 
entirely arbitrary and, as our coordinate axes cannot be obsel'ved, 
it must in a true theory of l'elativity disappear from the final for
mulae. Now we have .Q24 = /.;1'\ and to detel'mine k) we transform 
to axes relatively to which the earth has no rotation b.v {}'={t-(Oit. 

Then in the new systen. 

9'24 = (k - (01) 1,2. 

Observation shows that the correct "filne of g'24 in this system 
is _(01,2, therefore 

(4) 

If we use tItis value of k, the final fOl'mulas fol' the motion of 
bodies relatively to the earth contain only the observable quantHy (0. 

The relativity of the theol'Y is thus seen to be based on the free 
choice of the constant of integration k. No value of k is a priori 

1) The second term, which is small also if r is large, has a more complicatp.d 
forin in the rigorous solution. It does not interest us here, us it is of the order 
of the mass of lhe earLh. Sy the "rigorous equaLion" is meant Lhe complete 
equation fOl' 924' not reduced to its lineal' terms, hut in which the othel' gij ure 
supposed lo be known functions of the coordinates. 

34 
Proceedings Roya! Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XIX. 
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more probable thal1 any other. In NEW'roN'S theory on the other 
hand th€' value ft- = 0 is prescribed, and this has led to the belief 
that zel'o is the "teue" value of k, and that any other value it 
may have in some sJ stem of reference must be "explained" by 
hypothetical masses. 

If we inquil'e how the conviction that k = 0 is the "tl'ue" \'alue 
has arisen, we find the foll OViT ing. Obsel'vations made during long 
centuries befores thoEle refel'l"ed to above had shown that all celestial 
bodies ha\'e, superposed upon theil' mlltual relati\fl motions, á 
l'oratioJl -w relatively to the earth. Alt'eady long before NEWTON 

it had become llbual to regal'd this apparent revolution of the stars 
l'ound the eal'th as llnreal and as caused by a real rotation +- w of 
the eal'th rOllnd its axis, Oue of the l'easons w hy it was considered 
unreal is the difficulty encountered in conceiving real linear velo~ 
cities of many millioIl times the velocity of light. Another is that 
the hypothesis that it were real would, in an absolute space, assign 
a quite exceptional place to the earth in the universe. Both l'eaSOIlS 
of COUl'se have no force in a theory of relativity. 
_ Relati\'ely to the system of coordinates which has just been con
sidered, an average star has a 1'0tation W t -w = w 2 • If we n'ansforlll 
to axes relatively to which this stal' has no rotation, we find 

g" 24 = (lc-w 2) 1'2 • 

. Obsel'vations of Rtars 1) require vel''y appl'oximately the value (1), 
i. e. g"H = O. It is assumed that zero is the exact value, and con
sequentl)' 

k = W z = W 1 - w, (5) 

i. e. we find the same value as above in (4). This is certainly a 
remarkable t'act, and a confil'mation of EINST}']fN'S theol'j' 2). Now 
if we acrept an \ absolute space, and if we also aSSllrne that the 
sj'stem of tile stars has no real rotation, i.e. IlO rotation l'elatively 
to the ahsolute space, then the "t1'ue" value of W

2 
is zero, 

1) / We need not consider the fixed stars at all. The moon will give ex,wtly 
the same l'PSUIt throngh KEPLER'S third Jaw, if we do not neglect the mass of 
the earlh. 

2) Or of NEWTON'S theory of inertia, which up to the approximation here used 
(and also in lhe next) is eqUIvalent lo EJ1'ISTEIN'S theory. lt may be pointed out 
that in NmwToN's theory inerlia and gravitation are two entirely different things, 
while in EINSTEIN'S theory they are one, and may be calle,l by either name. 
EINSTEIN'S theory is generally called a theory of gravitation, and this óf course 
is correct. But Jt might also be called a theory of inertia, uenying the separate 
existence of gravitation, and th is would also be correct. To the approximation 
here llsed, what NEW rON called gl'avitation is not involved al all, il only comes 
in m the Ilext apploximation lhrough lhe mass of the eal'th. 

/-
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and (5) gives k = O. But the conviction that this is the true 
mIne, and has any preference over any other mInes, is based on 
the belief in an ausolute space, and must be abandoned if the latter 
is abandoned. We must do one of two things. Either we must believe 
in an absolute 1) space, to which we may imparl some substantiality 
by calling jt "Ether". Then k = 0 is the tt-ue value, and th at this 
is so is a properLy of space Ot' of the ether. Or we eau believe that 
there is no absolute space. Then we must regat'd the differential 
equations as the fundamental ones, and be prepared to have different 
constants of integl'ation in different systems of reference. 

The difference bet ween tbe two points of "iew is shown very 
rlearly by the values of {j24 for l' = 00. In the absolute space we 
halTe gH = 0 at infinity. In ErNSTEIN'S theory the va)ue of g24 at 
infinity is different in different systems of eool'dinates. However, 110 

obsel'vation has ever tanp;ht us anything about infinity and no obser
vation ever will. The condition that the gravitational field shall be 
zero af infinity forms part of the conception of an absolute space, 
and in a theory of l'elativity it has no foundation. 2) 

1) It should be noted that, owing to the indeterminateness of EINSTEIN'S field
equations, this "absolute" space is not completely determined by the condition 
that the fixed stars shall have no rotution in it, Ol' th at at an infinite distance 
from any material body the gravitational field shall be zero. Thel'e are an infinity 
of systems satisfying these conditions. We can limit the choice e g. by putting 
g = - I, as EINSTEIN generally does, but eV,en this does not fix the system of 
refel'ence, and 1t is also entirely arbitrary. 

2) We could imagine that there was a system of degenerated values towards 
which the gIj could converge in infinity, and which were invariant for all trans
formations, or at least for a group of transformalÏons of so wide extent that the 
l'estriction of the allowable tl'ansfol'mations to this group would not be equivalent 
to giving up the principle of reJativJly. Prof. EINSTEIN has actually found such 
a set of values. They are 

0 0 0 CIJ 

0 0 0 00 

0 0 0 00 
(a) 

00 00 00 002 , I 

and we must limit ourselves to such transformations in whieh at infinity X'4 is a 
funetion of x4 alone. Consequently the hypothesis that the gij actually have these 
values at infinity, and that at fini te, though very large, distances from all known 
masses there are othel' ul\known~ masses which cause them to have these mlues, 
is not contrary to the formal principle of relativity. But aJso denying the 
hypothesis is not contrary to th is principle. The hypo thesis has ari!.'en fiom the 
wish to explain not only a small pOl'tion of the giJ (i.e. of inerti.1) by the influence 
of malerial bodies, but to ascribe the whole of the giJ [Ol' rather the wItole of 
the difference of the actua! giJ fl'om the standard values (It)] to this influence. 
TheOl elically il is celtainly impollallt lhat lhus lhe possibility has been shown 

34'* 
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Rotation is thus relative in EINSTEIN'S theory. Does this mea,n 
that it is physically equivalent to translation, which is also relative 
(and was relative in classical mechanirs)? Evidently not. The fun
damental difference between a uniform tl'anslation and a rotation 
is that the former is an o1,tlwgonrd transformation (LORENTz-trans
fOl'mation) of the four coordinates, Ol' ~ world-parameters, and the 
latter is not. Now orthogonal h'ansformations are the onIy ones that 
Ieave the line-element in varian t in the coo?'Clinates, i.e. that do not 
affect fhe ,qu' and are therefore without inflllenre on the gravitationaf 
field. Oonsequently we can by a LORENTz-transformation "transform 
away" linear velocity. We can always find a system of reference' 
relatively to which a given body has no rotation, as we can flnd a 
system in which the acceleration produced by a -given body at a 
given point is. zero, but we cannot transform away rotation, no -
more than mass. This is a fact, independent of all theories. Of 
comse the fact is differently represented in different theories. NEWTON 
"exp)ains" it by his lav\' of inerfia and the absolute space. For 
ErNsTElN, who makes no difference be!ween inertia and gl'avitation, 
and Jmows no absolute space, the accelerations which the classical 
mechanics ascribed to centrifugal forces are of exactly the same 
nature and require no more and no less explanation, than those 
which in classical mechanics are dne to gravitational aUraction. 

of an entirely material origin of inertia. But practically it makes no difference 
whethel' we explain u thing by an uncontroJlable hypothesis inveuted for lhe 
pllrpose, or not explain it at all. The hypothesis implies the finiteness of lhe 
physical worJd, it assigns to it a priori a limit, however large, beyond which 
there is nothing but the field of the gif which at infinity degenerate into the vaJucs 
(u). This field, in wltich aJso the fourdimensional time space is separated into a 
threeilimensional space and a onedimensional time, undoubtedly has some of 
the characteristics of the old absolute space and absolute timp. The hypothesis ean 
tItUS be said to make space and time absolute at infinity, although arbitrary trans
formations of lhree·dimensional spaee are still allowed. If we wish 10 have com· 
plete fOUl-dimensional relativity for the actual world, this world must of necessily 
be finite [Note added \29 Sept.) aftel' a convel'sation with Prof. EmsTEIN] . 

• 


